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ASA to Submit Proposals to Support Campus Garden
Tonya Simpson DAG WRITER
Recently the manager
of the Augustana Campus Garden, Tamara Zembal, asked the
Augustana Student’s Association for support in the studentled green initiative. [Below
surmises] her plea and what
she hopes to be the result.
Zembal is the initial
organizer of the garden (which
can be found by the theatre
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building) who started the initiative with a personal grant 2
years ago. At the time, seven
student volunteers helped her
to maintain the garden. The
following year, fifteen volunteers regularly helped Zembal,
some of which were AugusPage 3
tana alumni; one [of which]
the wife of a professor.
She explains that the
initiative of the project is to
enhance both on and off campus community and to allow
people a to have a chance to
learn how to garden. She confessed that she does not have
much of a green thumb, [yet]
Page 4
Zembal explains that she
hopes to share the art of gardening among the [up and
coming?] younger generations.
Not only does the initiative
benefit community knowledge,
the garden also fed 130 people
at a soup supper in its first
Final Submission
year of existence. In the folDeadlines
lowing year, the garden fed
230 people over two soup suppers.
The manager further
explains the significance of the
project as “a green and sustainable student initiative
showing how students can
increase the sustainability of
TUTOR FOR
Augustana.” Zembal is grateful
ENGLISH AS A
for the immense support that
SECOND LANGUAGE the community has given to
the garden. For example, she
remembers one elderly
Required: Able to provide
woman’s appreciation, who
basic curriculum at beginners’ level for Czech enjoyed walking through Camstudent. Focus will be on rose areas like the campus
garden. Zembal does not feel
building a good foundathat the garden is an “eyesore”
tion and progressively
and considers it to be “an asbuilding upon that.
pect of nature in an urban setStudent is presently able to ting.”
Zembal made it clear
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communicate with only a
little difficulty.

tant.” She did [provide information for] a grant that the
ASA could apply for to help the
progression of the garden. She
went on to express that the
garden represents the importance of the “Full circle of
food, as food doesn’t just
come from a market.”
According to ASA
president Carlo Martin, Zembal
[asked] the ASA to help in making the garden a permanent
part of the Augustana campus.
Martin explains that the ASA is
a viable source of providing
resources for the continuation
of student initiatives and that
the association can support
the garden by “providing a
long-term program and some
funding.” Martin does agree
that the association’s slogan is
well suited for this project,
however, he expresses that in
order to maintain the ASA’s
quality of work, they must
make sure that they do not
carry too [heavy a] workload
on their belts. Because of this,
the ASA is constructing multiple proposals discussing the
use of “the ASA brand” and
will fully support the issue, but
intend to keep the project as a
“Student Garden” rather than
an “ASA Garden.”

President Martin expresses that, “Everything in
Augustana has a student
touch, and this is what
[Augustana officials] market to
prospective students. The importance of the garden to Augustana is very high because it
reaches a lot of people inside
and outside of our campus.”
The ASA is forming
proposals for the sustainability
committee to review, which
are due March 7th, 2013. The
proposals are described to be
in a positive direction indicating the continuation of the
garden, but will suggest various ideas regarding the operation and location of the garden.
Summarizing the issue, Martin explained that,
“We are always in favor of
great and long-term student
initiative. But as much as we
would like to take ownership
of everything, our structure
and budget limitation are making us incapable of overextending. But we have grants
and scholarships for students
that have great ideas for projects, especially ones that are
going to stay on campus.”
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that she is not asking [the ASA]
for large sums of money to
fund the project. She clarified
that there are students and
volunteers available for [at
least] the next two years to
run the garden. Seeds for the
garden are still available from
last year, and if any money is
needed at all, the amount will
be very little.
However, the manager of the garden did say that
although the hiring of a student is not necessary, it would
be very helpful [to have] an
employed student to help in
the organization of volunteerbased activities. Zembal’s biggest focus is to gain support
from the ASA regarding the
student initiative. She explains
that, “The garden needs ownership.” Pointing over to an
ASA pamphlet and reading the
slogan, she emphasized that,
“The ASA is perfect for this –
students working for students.”
Zembal hopes that
the issues regarding the garden and the bike share are
treated separately and hopes
that the future of the garden is
headed in a positive direction.
She firmly believes that “green
space on campus is impor-
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Adopt a Viking Tonya Simpson DAG WRITER
While attending a
small university that has an
abundance of athletic talent,
one can easily wonder where
the funding for athletic activities comes from. Augustana’s
Director of Athletics, Greg
Ryan, outlines who helps these
athletes stay in the game without breaking their budgets.
The “Adopt a Viking”
program allows students to
excel in the classroom and on
the court by means of community support. Parents, companies, and community members
of all sorts generously make a
donation of any size to a team
of their choice. As the university funds basic sporting necessities like uniforms and conference matches, the Adopt a
Viking program bridges this
gap. These generous donations
allow money for gas or food
expenses, tournament fees or
extra training equipment.
[To that end,] Ryan
indicated a machine much like
a basketball shooter. This machine shoots volleyballs into
the air and is used during practices to help players focus on
their skills without the need of
an extra person to toss balls.
This machine is one of the
many pieces of sporting equipment that the Adopt a Viking

program allowed the team to
purchase.
Donations are worked
into a budget that allows over
150 athletes to experience an
exceptional athletic and educational experience, as athletes
are required to perform in the
classroom in order to step foot
on the court. Before Ryan
came to Augustana, the program was generating about
$4000. Since Ryan has been
here, the donations have increased to about $5000.
Ryan explains that
“Athletics in Canada are a difficult sell [therefore], we couldn’t operate without the program.” Ryan explains that although community members
are generous, “you don’t want
to put all of your eggs in one
basket.” For this reason, the
program requires athletes to
fundraise $500 per season of
play.
Ryan coaches the
Men’s Volleyball team, and
volleyball captain Nazheef
Gangji, who has also played
volleyball for Grant MacEwan,
[describes] how the program
benefits his experience at Augustana.
Ganji expressed that
the program has opened up his
opportunities and has allowed

him to gain valuable skills such
as leadership and time management. He explained that
most athletes balance a 3 or 4
class course load with practices
throughout the week and
weekend
games,
totaling
about 14 hours of play every
seven days. Ganji says that
although he is grateful for the
extra help, fundraising $500
each season can be tough, as
extra time is not always easy to
find. However, the captain
agrees, “Augustana is a small
school, and we need the Adopt
a Viking program.”
Ryan added that because the program requires
students to be working hard
and performing in the classroom, student athletes are
likely to graduate with very
high grade point averages. If
students fail to meet educational standards, the students
do not have access to this
funding or to play. This system
proves to be a great motivator
for students to achieve excellent grades.
It is important to
know that student fees do not
fund the Adopt a Viking program. If individuals are interested in helping student athletes to continue to succeed on
the court and in the classroom,
donations can be made online
at:

http://www.augustana.
ualberta.ca/athletics/
adoptavikings.html
An individual can
make a personal donation or
can make a donation on behalf
of an organization. Donations
can be a one-time or monthly
gift, and can be made in honour of a student athlete or in
the memory of a person. All
donations of every size are
greatly appreciated by the Athletic Department and student
athletes. Many of these donations are recognized on the
donor wall near the gymnasium.
Although small institutions
like Augustana have smaller
amounts of available funding
for extracurricular activities, it
is comforting to know that a
small community can generate
immense support towards the
educational and athletic pursuits of student athletes. Hats
off to the Augustana and Camrose community!

Recreational Sports: No Experience Needed Erin Sekulich DAG WRITER
Many students don’t
have time for a commitment to
a formal sports team between
schoolwork, [a social life], and
part time jobs. Some simply do
not have experience making
them comfortable enough to
join a team. Recreational
sports (rec sports) at Augustana provide an excellent alternative, but with the same
amount of exercise and bonding as any official sports team.
There are multiple options for informal sporting opportunities at Augustana: soccer, rugby, badminton, volleyball, basketball, and even rock
climbing. Regardless of the
fitness level or time commitments the rec sports teams are
looking for new members to
hang out with and play a couple rounds.

Augustana. As of now they
remain a casual team with no
experience needed. All you
need is a willingness to learn
and to get dirty.
Their first clinic last year
had a turnout of 20-25 people
and this January [the team]
hosted another clinic where
the weather was 20 below, yet
15 people still turned out. The
goals of the team are to play
hard, make friends and grab a
pint after every game.
If interested in attending a
game, visit the “Augustana
Rugby Club” Facebook page, or
email either Roberta Stinn or
Tamara Zembal. There will be
an upcoming clinic hosted by
Professor Melaina Weiss on
March 3 at 1:00 P.M in the
soccer field. Anyone interested
in learning about rugby is encouraged to attend.

Rugby
“People don’t have to
worry about knowing nothing
about the game because a lot
of people are in the same
boat,” says first year Roberta
Stinn who is an avid member
of the Rugby team. The Rugby
team was established with the
Augustana Students Association (ASA) and is hoping that
since the Alberta Colleges Athletic Conference (ACAC) has
expressed interest in the team,
within the next two years it
will become an official team at

Soccer
There is no official soccer team at Augustana but for
soccer lovers there is a rec
sports team. The rec team has
been [in existence] for the past
10 years but [has only recently
become] an official club at Augustana. Unlike many of the
other rec sports, the soccer
team is open to both students
and the Camrose community
so it is a great way to meet a
wide range of people and competitors.

The team plays at the
community
center
every
Wednesday
from
9:0010:30pm and there is a drop-in
fee of ten dollars. Yearly memberships are available as a
cheaper alternative for avid
players. Players are asked to
pick their team by bringing
either a black or white shirt
with them to the center. The
soccer team is a mixed indoor
sport with no skill or experience required.
The team is home to
many international students
whose home sport is soccer, so
there [are some passionate
players] as well as great competition.
Playing games isn’t the
only goal of the team. They are
very much community orientated, often coaching children,
interacting with the community, and also have potential
plans for a competition fundraiser for charity.
Simply drop by the community center Wednesdays at
9:30 with your choice of team
color.
Volleyball
Rec volleyball is a popular mixed team sport with no
commitment or experience
required. With a high turnout
rate, there is always great
competition on every level
from novice to experienced.

The volleyball team’s
goals are to hang out and play
the sport they love; it’s as simple as that. Drop in times are
Monday nights at 9:30 in the
gym. Keep an eye on the
team’s schedule; they hope to
recruit more players and and
organize a tournament in the
coming academic year. For
more information, drop by the
gym, contact the “Augustana
Office Recreational Sports”
Facebook page, or check out
the many posters around
campus.
Others
Campus rec sports run
Monday to Thursday 9:3011:00. Basketball is also available on Wednesdays in the
gym and Badminton on Tuesdays. The climbing wall is open
Sunday to Thursday from 6-10.

Should you keep
renting or buy a
home?
Free online
calculator helps you
crunch the numbers
Delta Media
SUBMISSION
Deciding whether or not
to take rent money and convert
it into mortgage payments is
one of the most important, yet
difficult, decisions a consumer
can make. Not only does buying
a home involve saving up for a
down payment, it involves making monthly mortgage payments, paying for utilities, taxes
and upkeep, things you may
have been able to avoid as a
renter.
Industry Canada has developed a useful online calculator for potential homebuyers to
help them crunch the numbers.
The calculator is free and gives
consumers a chance to see
what their current expenditures
on housing would look like
when applied to buying a
home. To begin your calculations, go to the Spending
Smarter calculators at
www.consumerinformation.ca
and click on the “Rent or Buy
Home” calculator. Once you
enter the funds you have available, the cost of your rent and
your potential mortgage, just
click “calculate”. The answer
will give you a fast, realistic idea
of whether or not you can afford to become a homeowner,
keeping in mind that your total
housing costs should not exceed
30 percent of your gross income.
You can also take advantage of the helpful links to other
financial institutions such as the
Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation and the Financial
Consumer Agency of Canada. These organizations offer
a wealth of information to prospective homeowners.
Before you make your
decision, do some research and
number crunching on the
Industry Canada Rent or Buy
Calculator at :
www.consumerinformation.ca.
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Corin Raymond and The Paper Nickels
Brittany Lehman DAG WRITER

Photo via Corin Raymond’s website, dontspendithoney.com

Folk singer Corin
Raymond recently played
Scalliwag’s for the Rose City
Roots Music Society, and I
had the pleasure of attending.
His show opened
with a hilarious song about
Fort McMurray, complete
with lyrics about “hookers
and blow.” The audience ate
it up and I even found myself
chuckling.
Raymond has been
touring across Canada collecting money to pay for the cost
of his new album, although
not the kind of money you
might expect. Corin intends to
pay for this album entirely in
Canadian Tire money, as the
recording
company
has
agreed to accept that as a
form of payment.
Raymond has been
collecting these “nickels from
heaven” while touring all
across the country The total
charge from the recording
company came to $7333.75.
That’s a lot of Canadian Tire
money.
People have been
sending him “paper nickels”
from all across the country;

even from Fort McMurray, as
he jokingly stated.
Paper Nickels is the
name of the album he is currently on tour for. In describing his album, Raymond said
that it is “like a Canadian
songbook. It features 16 different writers from across the
country. Most of them you
won’t have heard of, and
that’s the idea. To show what
these unknown writers and
artists are capable of.”
The songs range
from hilarious to emotional,
and
Raymond
definitely
brings his own feel to each of
the songs.
Raymond’s
raspy
voice and amazing stage presence made for a fantastic
show. He is unafraid to talk
about taboo things or get in
concertgoers’ faces with the
lyrics of the songs he sings,
and he continually tells stories on stage. By the end of
the night, I left feeling like I
had known Raymond personally.
Raymond may be
incredibly difficult to get a
hold of, but I was glad that I

instead had the opportunity
to chat face to face with him
about his music at the show.
He even offered me an album
at a “steal of a price” as I was
a student and he had been so
hard to get a hold of. Hats off
to that, Corin.
When asked where
he sees his music headed,
Raymond said, “Three words:
to the grave.” He laughed,
and then asked if he could
clarify.
“What I mean is, my
music is going to keep on going until I am dead. I am going
to be making music until the
day I die. So that’s where my
music is headed: to the grave
with me.”
I highly recommend
seeing Corin Raymond perform live and to check out his
music, whether or not you are
into folk. You can find his music on iTunes; if I were you, I
would definitely download
some of his music.
The next concert in the
Rose City Roots lineup is Saturday, March 2, featuring
Makeshift Innocence.

Idle No More: The Rundown Brittany Lehman DAG WRITER
What is Idle No More?
There has been much discussion and debate over what
exactly the “Idle No More”
movement is, and what it is
not.
From one side, some
are saying that it is a movement created out of peace
and with a concern regarding
the environment and treaty
rights to land. On the other
hand, we see people blockading highways and posting
memes via Facebook screaming “DOWN WITH THE GOVERNMENT!” So, what exactly
is this movement?
Idle No More is a
movement which seeks to
peacefully change the ways in
which the Government of
Canada sees Aboriginal peoples.
It is a movement
which strives to protect waterways, reserve lands, First
Nations education, on-reserve
voting rights, among other
things; all of these are currently being threatened by
the Government’s omnibus
budget bill; Bill C-45.
“We will never recognize any law which is
passed by the Government of
Canada which does not have
our consent and any such law
will not apply on our reserve
lands and traditional territories”, says Chief Courtoreille.
“We have not been
consulted and have no option
but to reject this arbitrary
action on the part of Prime

Minister Harper and his government. Bill C-45 will trample on the rights that accrue
to us as members of our First
Nation.”
Bill C-45, for those
who are unaware, directly
impacts First Nations people
in a variety of ways.
For starters, there
are sections within the legislation which will make changes
to the Indian Act, the Fisheries Act, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, and
the Navigable Waters Act;
each of these will directly
impact First Nations peoples
who live on reserves in various ways.
With all of these
changes which will directly
impact First Nations people,
one would assume that the
Government had given ample
time for discussion and debate with those who these
changes will affect., This was
not the case.
“There was no prior
discussion. There were no
meetings. There was no request from the Treaty Peoples
for these changes and we
view these actions to be violations of the laws of Canada as
it relates to Treaty Peoples,”
stated Grand Chief Craig Makinaw.
The Government of
Canada has allegedly not
taken into consideration the
great environmental impacts
these changes will make on
First Nations water resources

through the changes to the
Navigable Waters Act.
For example, pipelines will be allowed to be
built across hundreds, if not
thousands, of water crossings
without a guarantee of
proper environmental scrutiny. If one of these pipes
were to leak, not only would
the immediate environment
surrounding said pipe be ruined, but the livelihood of the
First Nations people who depend on those waterways for
sustenance would as well.
On First Nations Reserve lands, many of the peoples who reside within them
rely on the rivers and lakes to
hunt, fish, and trap as per
their treaty rights. They may
not be able to practice this
traditional way of life if their
very land is being polluted,
ruined, or taken away by
pipelines which directly impact their sources.
As Makinaw also
stated, “How many rivers and
lakes have to be spoiled before Canadians start to care?”
Bill C-45 is a budget
bill, but according to Aboriginal peoples, there is nothing
within their budget which
addresses the $4.7 billion
worth of funds needed in order to provide First Nations
peoples who live on reserves
with safe drinking water and
other basic services as are
provided to the rest of Canada.

Photo via The Canadian Press
“The silence on Bill C
-45 on this issue is a very loud
and clear statement that the
Conservative government is
content to allow third world
water and sanitation systems
to continue on Indian Reserves,” said Makinaw.
With the Government of Canada remaining
silent on these issues and
refusing to meet with the
Chiefs to discuss, the Idle No
More Movement was birthed.
Idle No More urges
the government of Canada to
“repeal all legislation; which
violates Treaties, Indigenous
Sovereignty and subsequently
Environmental Protections of
land and water,” according to
the Idle No More website.
This is to be done peacefully,
not through force or in any
way which will cause harm.
Several supporters of
the movement do not agree
with the blockades which
have been set up in various
places across the country,
including the one on Highway
2 last month.

As stated by one of
the speakers who came to
Augustana last month to talk
about the movement, “You’re
just going to piss people off
doing that. This movement is
about peace. How are you
going to make people want to
join with you in changing
things if you’re making them
angry?”
The Idle No More Movement
does not only affect those
who come from Aboriginal
backgrounds (of all varieties),
but rather, it affects each and
every Canadian. Having clean
rivers and lakes and access to
drinking water affects all of
us.
Furthermore, this is a
movement which sees something wrong with the way the
Government works, and is
actively trying to change that
in a peaceful, informed way.
If something is broken, fix it. Idle No More is
seeking to [...] change the
way things are done here in
Canada. One step at a time.
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March 2013
SUNDAY

MONDAY

24
Sacred Music Festival

25

3
ACAC Championships
What’s Cookin?—
Soup Supper

4

10
Community Band
Concert

TUESDAY
26

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

27
Student Awards
Banquet

28
ACAC Championships

March 1

5
Schlosser Studio
Charity Piano
Recital

6
Global Film and
Speaker

7

8
Preview Day
Munch Music
Syers Piano and Violin
Recital

9
Dr. Jamie Syers Masterclass

11
Wellness Week
Ambassador Info
Night

12
Wellness Week

13
Wellness Week

14
Wellness Week
Withdrawal Deadline
Shoot/Get Treasure/
Repeat Opening Night

15
Wellness Week
Shoot/Get Treasure/
Repeat

16
Wellness Week
Shoot/Get Treasure/
Repeat

17
Mannskor Concert

18
Speaker: Relationship Violence in
LGBTQ Lives

19

20
Shoot/Get Treasure/Repeat
Room Draw

21
Shoot/Get Treasure/
Repeat
Room Draw

22
Welcome Weekend
Shoot/Get Treasure/
Repeat
Student Art Exhibition
Resilience Speaker:
Schlosser—“Crowfoot”

23
Welcome Weekend
Shoot/Get Treasure/
Repeat
Student Art Exhibition
U of A Mixed Chorus
Concert

24

25
Leadership Reception

26

27
Global Film and
Speaker

28

29
Good Friday

30

ACAC Championships
Fracking Class

2
ACAC Championships

*Chapel is held M-W-F, Soup Supper on Tuesdays, Circuit Training runs every M-W, Extreme X-Fit runs every M-W-F, Yoga runs every T-Th

Res Life: More Than Meets the Eye
Erin Sekulich DAG WRITER
“It’s OK to not be OK
with everything your roommate does,” says residence
coordinator Angela Chappell.
“Communication is key. Don’t
let things fester.” For most
students residence life is [a
part of the university package],
but what does living in residence contribute to a student’s
life
at
Augustana?
Students are able to
take part in a community centered around people like them.
People who stress over exams
have issues with life from time
to time, and [sometimes] put
off that paper worth 40% until
the night before it is due. Increases in mental health issues
are a concern among young
adults, and staff are trained to
look out for students suffering
from depression or isolation,
something that is harder to do
for students living off campus.
This counseling is unique to
Augustana because it is a
smaller campus. Everyone
looks out for each other.
The tight knit community provides a sense of belonging and feelings of importance. An important milestone
in this feeling of belonging,
Chappell says, is “when a student can go into the cafeteria
and sit at any table they want,
even by themselves, because
they don’t feel like they have
to sit with that same group of
friends every time.”
Most activities at Augus-

tana are organic, meaning they
are planned by the students or
simply spontaneously. Some
ritualistic events are planned
such as bi-weekly floor meetings for announcements and to
check up on all the students.
However, Chappell finds that
forced events don’t work.
“Students are more interested
when someone spontaneously
brings in the flat screen and
starts playing Despicable Me.”
Impulsive activities, such
as setting up a few spa services
in the lounge, can lead to great
interest as people walk by and
join in. They are a great way to
meet new people and to have
a great time between studying
and classes.
Despite the small number
of planned events there is always something going on, from
videogames to movie marathons, Zumba, and even moccasin making. Student driven
activities help to reinforce the
bond between community and
independence. It is all a process of community building.
Once students have found
something they like to do, the
resources are then provided
for them to expand upon the
activity.
If students are not interested in filling their day with
activities there are plenty of
quiet spaces to take advantage
of. The Dish in the ravine complex is great and there are
rooms hidden all over the vari-

[If this is your roommate, maybe it’s time to have a chat…] Photo via. IMDb.com The Roommate
ous dorms and in the school
forum. Being in residence does
not mean one has to be constantly socializing; sometimes
quiet time is needed.
Residence life is not only
limited to the dorms. As people
gain confidence in the community there are frequent outings
[that occur]. Grabbing a pint at
the pub or cheap pizza on
Thursdays always lends to
great experiences. Residence
life is in no way limited to campus.
“How can I keep myself
from killing my roommate?“ is
a common question asked by
those considering residence.
Roommates can be tough. Establishing communication is
the key to a great year, so issuing contracts of what a room-

mate can or cannot do at the
beginning of the year is something that can help break the
ice.. Letting things irritate you
and ignoring them is not the
way. “Communication is a skill
that you will develop and use
for the rest of your life.” Chappell
in s i s t s .
Chappell never intended
to become a residence coordinator while studying at Augustana for her Bachelor of Arts in
Music; it just happened. She
signed up for one year as a
coordinator, and was planning
on becoming a teacher, but
now 11 years later and 4 years
professionally as a coordinator
she remains at Augustana assisting students everyday.
“I feel like I have grown
into my job,” She beamed. “It’s

a time when I can teach and
give students a positive experience of Augustana.” It is obvious from speaking to her that
Chappell loves her job and the
people she works with, from
the faculty to the students.
Being a residence coordinator
provides her with both educational and counseling opportunities she would have missed
out on as a teacher. Chappell
can always spare time to talk
with students and is continuously looking to help others
grow.
So what does Augustana
residence life provide for students? An opportunity to learn
community standards of respect, make ever lasting friendships, community building, and
memories to last a lifetime.

